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Abstract—Integration of renewable energy sources (RESs)
and electric vehicles (EVs) to electric power grids is increasing.
These RESs and EVs may introduce major problems to powers
grids such as transmission lines congestion. Owing to the
causative factors nature, congestion may regularly happen and
continue for long commulative time. Thus, transmission
efficiency (TE) is a major factor when relieving such
congestion. Congestion can be relieved by using phase shifting
transformers (PSTs), hybrid phase shifters (HPSs), or flexible
AC transmission system (FACTS) devices. However, PSTs
have technical drawbacks such as their large steps, which may
result in increased losses, and FACTS devices cost is high. This
paper investigates benefits of using an HPS rather than a PST
in terms of TE. As HPS operates continuously, it provides
more precise control of active power flow than PST. A
modified IEEE-14 bus test system is used and a security
margin is kept in each simulated case with HPS/PST. Results
revealed higher TE when an HPS is used. Based on that, RESs
and EVs can be more optimally hosted with HPSs.

and the goals are to make EVs as affordable as gasolinepowered vehicles by 2022 [7]. In deregulation and smart grid
era, RESs and EVs are expected to be widely used as they
are environment-friendly energy sources/sinks those highly
reduce environment pollution. RESs have far low running
costs and feasibility of EVs is evident especially when their
batteries are charged at times of light load, or even better
when charged from RESs. Combination of RESs and EVs
ensures an overall fruitful and optimized operation [9].
Besides, it is advantageous to utilize RESs and EVs output
fully and commit them to the highest possible degree owing
to their reduced operational costs [10].
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF RESS AND EVS
Wind speed is subject to seasonal and inter-annual
variations. It may increase to high values, drop to low
values, or even cease to almost zero. In a stormy weather, a
wind farm (WF) may be completely shut down for safety
purposes [12]. When storms cause damage of wind turbines,
shutdown may last for long time. Considering two WFs,
“A” with 60 wind turbines and “B” with 28, Macdonald et
al., [18] found out percentage of incidents of 50% and 100%
loss of availability of WFs “A” and “B”, due to high wind
speed shutdown (HWSS). They stated that, for WF “A”,
15.8% of HWSS incidents for the period 10th January 2010 12th August 2013, approximately resulted in loss of at least
50% turbine availability.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Many factors are arising that necessitate rethinking on
the way power grids are operated and controlled. Such
example is the rapid increase in production of electrical
energy from renewable energy sources (RESs) such as wind
and solar [1]. Another example is the move to integrate
electric vehicles (EVs) to power grids. Power grids of today
combine RESs and EVs and these units penetration level is
increasing, and the trend is expected to continue in the near
future. China has a road map that predicts having wind
power capacity of 200 GW by 2020, 400 GW by 2030, and
1000 GW by 2050 [2, 3]. Also, report of the department of
energy (DOE) of the US has examined the technical
perceptibility of generating 10% of country s electric power
demand in 2020, 20% in 2030, and 35% in 2050 [4, 5] from
wind energy. On the other hand, there was an official goal in
the US to put one million EVs on road by 2015 [6]. With
recent gas prices averaging less than $2 per gallon while was
averaging nearly $4 in 2008, it will take up to 2020 to reach
one million EVs on road [7, 8]. However, public policies to
encourage vehicles electrification have been implemented by
governments [6]. Future of EVs remains extremely bright,

Fig. 1 Hourly variation of the parameters
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normalized to their maximum value in summer [13]

based PFCs such as PSTs may not result in best possible
TE.

Also, they found that 6.7% of HWSS incidents resulted
in complete loss of turbine availability and hence generation
at site. Percentages for WF “B” are found to be 34.4% and
9.38% respectively. As a daily routine, WFs output may
drop to about 50% for hours. On the other hand, output
power of solar PV units depends on solar irradiance. In
many countries, sun shines for about 12 hours and
completely vanishes for the rest of time. Besides, fluctuation
of solar irradiance during daytime due to clouds causes
fluctuation of the output power. Fig. 1 shows daily curves of
wind speed, and solar radiation in summer [13]. Output
power of wind and solar farms fluctuates accordingly [11].

IV. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES OF INTERMITTENCYOF RESS
AND VARYING CHARGING/LOAD OF EVS
These include techniques that are performed to mitigate
violations created by intermittency of RESs and varying
charging and discharging of EVs. Some main techniques to
mitigate intermittency of RESs include aggregation of WFs,
use of energy storage systems (ESSs), and enhancement of
grid flexibility. Aggregation of WFs stabilizes their overall
output power [10]. Fig. 2 shows the normalized output
power of five equally rated WFs located in the N. Ireland
area with the resulting output of all of WFs.

EVs have different operation modes. They are
discontinuous energy sources and varying loads. During a
day, they are whether connected to charge their batteries
(G2V), connected to discharge (V2G), or are not connected
to grid. When connecting EVs to charge, batteries may take
considerable portion of time to fully charge [14]. Batteries
charging time depends on charger power level, battery
capacity, and vehicle technology. For level 1 (slow) charger,
charging time ranges from 4 to 36 hours. For level 2 (semifast) charger, charging time ranges from 1 to 6 hours.
Finally, for Level 3 (fast) charger, charging time ranges
from 0.2 to 1 hour [14]. However, according to Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) [15], most EVs owners are
likely to charge overnight at home. Hence, Level 1 and
Level 2 charging are most used [16]. It is also stated by [17]
that charging EVs with level 1 charger (standard 120 V
outlets at home) is enough for most drivers, and availability
of 120 V outlets in many locations is more beneficial than
availability of fast chargers in fewer locations.

Fig.2 Five WFs variability (24 Hours) [10]
In Fig. 2, resulting output in a darker line, although has
fewer fluctuations, final degree of fluctuation is still high.
Also, suitable level of aggregation that diminishes
fluctuations is not always practical. Besides, there are
instants in which wind does not blow and thus, power drops
to zero. Use of ESSs is beneficial to contain RESs
intermittency. However, currently, they are not cost
effective [25].
There are some solution classes to accommodate
charging of EVs batteries without causing mentioned
violations. The first class is advancement of grid
infrastructure and the second is arrangement of distributed
generation (DG) to cover the excess power demand [27].
The third is coordinating EVs charging by shifting it to
optimal periods during the day through use of two-way
communication facility of smart grid [27]. The third solution
is more beneficial for both EVs owners and power utilities
[28]. A fourth solution to charge EVs batteries without
violating lines flow limit, which is addressed in this paper,
is redirecting line flows through network controls. While the
first class of solution may not be cost effective and the
second and third are may be more suitable with distribution
networks, the fourth class proposed in this paper, is more
effective to relieve transmission networks’ congestion.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Transmission lines are subjected to congestion in
consequence of WFs and PV stations generation increase, as
well as in consequence of EVs charging. Wu [21] has
checked effect of EVs integration to power distribution
networks and found a notable effect up to voltage levels of
60 kV. Similarly, in other studies [22], [23], it is found that
congestion, which is caused by EVs, is apparent at mediumvoltage level. At their high penetration level, operation
pattern of RESs and EVs is likely to severely alter
generation and load shape, and thus transmission lines
flows, causing their congestion [19]. This is because
distribution and transmission systems are not initially
designed to house such additional generation and load [20],
with its obvious dynamics. Also, non-exact forecast of wind
energy production several hours ahead affects scheduling of
power systems and thus deteriorates lines loading security.
Congestion, which is caused by RESs and EVs dynamics,
may routinely take place, and each time it happens, it may
last for long time. As the causative factors occur repeatedly
and may last for long periods, significant problem when
relieving transmission line congestion, which is caused by
RESs and EVs dynamics, is deterioration of transmission
efficiency (TE). While congestion of transmission lines can
be relieved by shifting excess power to other transmission
lines, precise shift while observing line loading is important.
This is mainly due to that, power shift to other lines may
decrease transmission efficiency. Use of step-wise control

In conclusion, increased flexibility of transmission
network enables counteracting dynamic changes caused by
RESs and EVs intermittency. Consequently, inherent
flexibility of power system is a crucial feature to manage
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congestion and accordingly optimally host large amounts of
wind and PV power and integrate huge fleets of EVs safely.
Use of competent PFCs for such purpose is promissing.
Possible PFCs include phase shifting transformer (PST),
hybrid phase shifter (HPS), and series flexible AC
transmission systems (FACTS) devices such as TCSC,
SSSC, and UPFC. These FACTS devices can alleviate
overloads of lines and counteract changes in grid operation
quickly and smoothly. However, their high cost restricts
their wide use. The PST is a simple and efficient PFC. It can
successfully relieve lines congestion. Also, response time of
PST is in seconds while allowed emergency congestion time
is in minutes [29]. However, PST has some technical
limitations such as its large steps size. These steps size may
not always result in optimal operation of grid in terms of
power loss. The smooth phase shifter HPS [30] has many
advantageous features. These include precise and optimized
control action and increased flexibility. They also include
aiding operation of power systems closer to their security
and stability limits as the HPS response is faster than the
PST. While both PST and HPS can relieve congestion, the
later is expected to be superior. Accordingly, use of HPS is
expected to guarantee attaining more optimized results.

(1)
where is line number, is total number of lines, is real
power flow in line ( ),
is real power loading limits of
line , and exponent is a positive integer.
Value of the positive integer is increased to vanish the
masking error. Value of the performance index
with
high values of exponent
is a large number for the
operating conditions where a line is congested.
VII. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATED SCENARIOS
A modified IEEE-14 bus system, which incorporates a
WF, a PV plant, and a group of EVs fleet, is shown in Fig.
3. Three scenarios (operating conditions) are simulated,
which are: A. Connection of EVs fleet to charge, B.
Shutdown of WF, and C. Trip of PV unit (or unplug of
V2G-EVs). In primary operating condition, WF and the PV
unit (or the V2G-EVs at bus 2) are connected. In this study,
generated power at WF, PV plant, and V2G-EV injection
buses is modeled as a constant active power with reactive
power having an upper and lower limit, and the injection
buses are modeled as voltage controlled buses.
Additionally, PST and HPS have the same model in
MATLAB/SIMULINK except that PST operates discretely,
while HPS operates continuously. For uniformity, in this
work, similar to PST, HPS is set to respond in 2 seconds.

Relieving congestion of a congested line through use of
network controls is highly beneficial. As compared to use of
series FACTS devices to alleviate congestion, it is cost
effective to use PSTs [24], or HPSs. As preceded in above
sections, congestion that is caused by RESs and EVs
dynamics may last for considerable period of time and/or
may frequently occur. Optimal operation in terms of TE
when relieving congestion caused by RESs and EVs
dynamics may not take place unless a precise control action
is performed. Thus, it is essential to assure that the strategy,
which is used to relieve lines congestion, results in highest
possible TE. This paper examines the power TE benefit of
using a smooth phase shifter (HPS) as compared to use of
conventional PST. This is due to that, while PSTs operate
disecretly, HPSs operate continuously. Accordingly, when
shifting lines flows, HPSs enable performing more precise
adjustment. This paper mainly investigates efficiency
benefit of using an HPS as a continuously acting PFC, rather
than using a PST.

VIII.

ASSUMBTIONS CONSIDERED

For purpose of this study, considering one day basis (24
hours), PV units output is assumed equal to 90% of the
plants rated capacity for 12 hours and zero for remaining 12
hours. WFs are assumed to produce 50% of their capacity
for 8 hours, 100% for 8 hours, and zero for 8 hours. EVs are
dealt with as a lumped one bulky load or source and are
connected to charge for 8 hours, connected to discharge for
8 hours and disconnected for 8 hours. Also, the study
focused on steady state load flow analysis ignoring the
transition between the different operating conditions. This is
logic as the study focuses on power loss which is affected
by the durable operation modes. Considering the 24 hours
basis, it is intended to investigate the efficiency benefit of
using HPSs rather than using PSs to alleviate the
congestions caused due to changing operation modes of
RESs and EVs.

V. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY
Present paper investigates and compares TE when using
PSTs and HPSs to relieve congestion. Lines flow security is
checked using a performance index. MATLAB/SIMULINK
is used to model the system and perform the study. First,
load flow analysis is simulated to investigate effects of the
three considered operating conditions on the lines flow
security and the TE. Then a PST and an HPS is used
interchangeably to relieve the congestions. The flow
security of three main paths is observed during occurrence
of these operating conditions and when a PST or an HPS is
used to alleviate the overloads. Then, the TE is investigated
when using the PST and HPS interchangeably.
VI. TRANSMISSION LINE LOADING PERFORMANCE INDEX
State of the lines active power flow security can be
tested through use of the (PIP) performance index [10]:

Fig. 3 A modified IEEE-14 bus system with RESs and EVs
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IX. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

D. Trip of PV unit (or unplug of V2G-EVs)

Figs 4, 5, and 6 show active power flow in transformer (5-6)
in base case and in each of considered three scienarios pre,
and post PST/HPS action. Fig. 7 shows values of PIP
without control, and with PST/HPS action interchangeably
for considered three scienarios. From Figs 4, 5 and 6, it is
evident that large steps of the PST (each step = 2.5kV)
cause a large jump in active power flow. In base case, active
power flow in line 5-6, is within the prescribed limits. It is
obvious that each of scenarios – charging of EVs fleet,
shutdown of WF, and Trip of the PV (or unplug of V2G-EV
at bus 2) – caused violation of flow limit of line 5-6.
Violation relieve in all three scenarios is performed
successfully with a PST and an HPS interchangeably.
However, for first and third scenarios, with first step action,
step-wise operation of PST resulted in reduction of line 5-7
active power flow to below its base case value. Jump of PST
to first step resulted in increased power loss. Conversely,
continuous action of HPS resulted in reduction of line 5-7
active power flow to close toits base case value.
Accordingly, action of HPS resulted in fewer power loss. In
the second scenario, shutdown of WF nessecitated two steps
action of PST to releive congestion. First step did not relieve
congestion. Nontheless, second step although releived
congestion, resulted in increased power loss. Action of HPS
resulted in fewer power loss with security margin
maintained

Fig. 6 Trip of the PV (or unplug of V2G-EV at bus 2): Line
(5-6) flow adjusting
Transition of HPS is precise and thus enables a smooth
and accurate control of active power. With an HPS, it is
obvious that a line flow can be maintained closer to the
limits with the essential security margin kept. When
operating close to the limits, the fast response of HPS
ensures maintaining grid operating safely and stably in case
of occurrence of any disturbance. In Fig.7, it is obvious that
paths flow is secured with PST/HPS.

A. Charging of EVs fleet

Fig. 7 PIp index for the considered three scenarios without
control, with PST action, and with an HPS action
Fig. 8 shows TE in each of three different operating
conditions when using a PST/HPS interchangeably. It is
obvious that TE is higher in each of three considered
operating conditions when an HPS is used as compared to
TE when a conventional PST is used.

B. Fig. 4 Charging of EVs fleet: Line (5-6) flow adjusting
C. Shutdown of WF

Fig. 8 TE when using a PST and when using an HPS for the
considered three scenarios
Fig. 5 Shutdown of WF: Line (5-6) flow adjusting
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[2]

It is seen that. when it results in a higher efficency,
HPSs enable passing as much as possible power – within
limits – in a transmission line. On the other hand, when it
results in a lower efficency, HPSs enable passing as less as
possible power in a transmission line with all lines limits
satisfied.

[3]

https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/china_wind.pdf

[4]

X. CONCLUSION

[6]

A. Y. Saber and G. K. Venayagamoorthy, “One million plug-in
electric vehicles on the road by 2015,” in Proc. IEEE Intell. Trans.
Syst. Conf., Oct. 2009, pp. 141–147.

[7]

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-autos-electric-moniz/u -s-ma y-not-hit-onemillion-electric-vehicles-until-2020-offici al-idUSKC- N0UZ2MK
http://www.sciencetimes.com/articles/8255/20160122/1m -electr -ic-carstarget-moved-2020.htm

[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]

XI. APPENDIX A. DATA OF MODIFIED IEEE-14 BUS SYSTEM
Transmission lines and transformers impedance data are
not altered. They are typical as those in [31]. Transformers
active power capacity is taken as 100 MW, and load and
synchronous condensers ratings are altered to values that are
given in TABLE I. TABLE I also includes amount of EVs
load. TABLE II shows data of original and modified
generating stations. These data represent type and capacity
of the different generating stations and storages, which are
namely, fossil, PV, wind, and EVs fleets.

TABLE A-2.

[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

MODIFIED LOAD AND COMPENSATION

P
(MW)
80
70
90
48
60
65+20(EVs)
60
40
120
620

Q
(MVAr)
20
30
40
20
20
34+1(EVs)
30
30
50
270

[18]

Synch. Cond. (Mvar)
Min
Max
-20
40
-30
120
-30
130
-20
20
-20
20
-------50
90
-170
420

[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]

MODIFIED GENERATION AND EVS FLEETS RATED CAPACITY

Generator No.
1
2
10
11
13

Type
Fossil
Fossil + PV/EVs
Fossil
Wind
Fossil

[23]

Rated Capacity (MW)
600
60 + 20
100
30
50

[24]
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